OUT-OF-STATE REG & TITLE
We call it RegUSA®.
RegUSA combines user-friendly online processing, professional deal
audit services, and award-winning service and support with unmatched
local motor vehicle expertise in all 50 states – all backed by decades of
experience and the power of Cox Automotive.
The result is a comprehensive solution that helps simplify your out-of-state
workflow for maximum productivity and customer satisfaction.
Dealertrack is the only provider that delivers in-state and out-of-state
Reg & Title solutions, along with Accelerated Title services, for the
most comprehensive solution set in the marketplace.
Learn more and schedule your demo:
go.dealertrack.com/RegUSA
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comprehensive registration and title workflow, unmatched local knowledge, and deca

Features and Benefits

Training and Support

Use the intuitive, user-inspired application to estimate motor vehicle fees
and taxes, generate transaction-specific checklists, access state-specific
forms, and more.

Winner of the Omega NorthFace ScoreBoard AwardSM three years in a row
for achieving excellence in customer satisfaction for technical support and
exceeding customer expectations.

Review the transaction checklist with your customer before they leave the
showroom, virtually eliminate call-backs for missing information and shorten
transaction completion times.

First-call/same-day case resolution of many complex issues thanks to our
direct acces to motor vehicle personnel in all 50 states.

Professional Deal Audit services review all documents to help ensure
completeness of all paperwork, 100% compliance with all state requirements,
and accurate lien perfection.

Continuous education and training available through remote and onsite
training, webinars, an extensive online knowledge base, and more.

Online workflow management tools help you to track deal status electronically,
view notes on each transaction, and download transaction list to spreadsheet.
Industry-leading completion times* help minimize customer wait times and
drive higher customer satisfaction.
*Transaction completion times will vary by state
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